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WCAP-16406-P Rev. 2 DRAFT RAIs

By letter dated February 27, 2006, the Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (PWROG) submitted
topical report, WCAP-16406-P, Revision 0, "Evaluation of Downstream Sump Debris Effects in Support of
GSI-191." In its review of the topical report, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff evaluates not
only the accuracy and conservatism of the methodology but also the clarity that the methodology is
presented. In order to offer clear and conservative guidance for future users, the NRC staff request
answers to the following questions.

RAI #1

Section 4.1.1 of the topical report describes the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) for Babcock
and Wilcox (B&W) designed plants. Plant specific information for Arkansas Nuclear Operations, Unit 1
(ANO-1) and Crystal River are provided. Please discuss the ECCS designs for Oconee, Davis Besse and
Three Mile Island, Unit 1 (TMI-1).

RAI #1 Response

The material presented in this chapter is general in nature and is presented for information
purposes only. The system descriptions in Section 4.1 are intended to provide an example of
plant design and configuration. As stated in third sentence of the paragraph immediately under
Section 4, all evaluations should be based on plant source documents. This plant-specific
information is best presented and documented in the plant-specific evaluations and analyses
performed to evaluate downstream effects.

RAI #2

In Section 4.2.3.3 and in several other places, it is stated that large flow holes in the core baffle plates
preclude the need for hot leg recirculation in the B&W design. It is our understanding that in the past post-
Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA) operator instructions have provided for hot leg recirculation at B&W
plants by establishing reverse flow in the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) drop line which is connected to a
hot leg or by establishing auxiliary pressurizer spray which flows to a hot leg through the surge line.
Please provide reference to documentation that the NRC staff has reviewed and approved that
demonstrates that hot leg recirculation is not needed for B&W plants.

RAI #2 Response

The use of the term, "hot leg recirculation" was inappropriately applied to B&W plants. The
appropriate terminology should have been "core recirculation." This should have no impact on the
application of the guidance of this report since, as stated in third sentence of the paragraph
immediately under Section 4, all evaluations should be based on plant source documents. This
plant-specific information is best presented and documented in the plant-specific evaluations and
analyses performed to evaluate downstream effects.

However, the text will be amended as follows to clarify the information provided above and
eliminate references to large flow holes in the core baffle plates precluding the need for hot leg
recirculation in the B&W design.

For B&W plants, core recirculation flow must be established for large cold leg pump
discharge breaks at the reactor vessel inlet nozzle to control the boric acid concentration
increase in the core region. Post-Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA) operator instructions
have provided for core recirculation at B&W plants by various means. Some initiate forward
flow through the core by establishing reverse flow in the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) drop
line which is connected to the bottom of the hot leg pipe at the reactor vessel exit nozzle
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elevation. Other plant specific methods establish a reverse flow through the core by
establishing auxiliary pressurizer spray (which flows to a hot leg through the surge line) or hot
leg injection via the RHR drop line. The B&W plant post-Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA)
operator instructions have provisions for establishing some active boric acid dilution method
that provides some core liquid throughput flow that controls the core boric acid
concentrations if the core exit temperatures remain saturated. The NRC has reviewed these
core recirculation flow paths and specific actions taken to establish a flushing flow of the core
for B&W plants on a plant-specific basis.

RAI #3

The definition of "C*co" in Equation 5.8-5 is described as the ratio of initial concentration of particulate
bypass to initial volumetric concentration of debris in the sump fluid. The paragraph following the
definition in Equation 5.8-5 appears to further define the bypass as that which will not settle out in the
reactor vessel lower plenum. The sample calculation in Section 5.9 which appears to be for a large cold
leg break gives a value of C*co as 0.7X10-4. Equation 5.9-2 shows the sump concentration to approach
this value of C*co for long times after the accident. Since for cold leg breaks all material which enters the
reactor lower plenum remains within the reactor vessel, shouldn't the value of sump concentration
approach 0.0 for a large cold leg break?

RAI #3 Response

If cold leg recirculation were maintained indefinitely (no switchover to hot-leg recirculation) and the
sump fluid inventory were recirculated an infinite number of times, the particulate debris
concentration in the sump would tend towards zero (0). The equation formulation assumes and
provides for small particulate debris to not settle in the lower plenum, be carried into the core by
the liquid making up boiloff and finally to be carried by steam out the break. This provides for a
conservative particulate debris concentration in the sump for other downstream effects
considerations.

This clarification will be added to the text on Page 5-11.

RAI #4

Since use of the methodology in Section 5.8 for particulate debris depletion will be different for hot leg
breaks than for cold leg breaks, wouldn't it be clearer to users if two example calculations were given in
Section 5.9, one for hot leg breaks and one for cold leg breaks?

RAI #4 Response

The following text will be added into Section 5.9 of the WCAP before the sample evaluations take
place. "Section 5.9 provides a sample for users to evaluate the time-dependent debris
concentration for a postulated cold-leg break. The only difference between the application of the
equation to a postulated hot-leg break and a postulated cold-leg break is the determination of the
appropriate values of input parameters. Thus, by evaluating the appropriate values for flows used
as inputs to Equation 5.8-5, this equation can be used to model both the hot-leg and cold-leg
breaks.

A time-history of three cases, one cold-leg break and two hot-leg break scenarios is presented in
Figure 5.9-1 to illustrate the effect of break locations. This figure illustrates that licensees should
evaluate both hot-leg and cold-leg breaks and pick the case that provides for limiting values of
debris concentrations for downstream effects."
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RAI #5

It is noted that the methodology in Section 5.8 is only applicable to the cold-leg recirculation phase of a
postulated LOCA. Shouldn't the methodology be extended to give guidance for hot leg recirculation? The
NRC staff believes that following a postulated large cold leg LOCA that boiling in the core may extend for
weeks even after hot leg recirculation is begun. Core boiling would extend for a longer period for a plant
with low recirculation flow such as a Combustion Engineering (CE) design with recirculation provided by
the High Pressure Injection System (HPIS) than for a plant with recirculation flow provided by the Low
Pressure Injection System (LPIS) . The effect of debris and dissolved material on core boiling heat
transfer needs to be evaluated during the total boiling period.

RAI #5 Response

The following text will be added to Section 5.8 of the WCAP before the methodology is discussed.
"The methodology described in this section is directly applicable to hot-leg recirculation phase of
the transient. The only difference between the application of the equation to a postulated hot-leg
break and a postulated cold-leg break is the determination of the appropriate values of input
parameters. Thus, by evaluating the appropriate values for flows used as inputs to Equation 5.8-
5, this equation can be used to model both the hot-leg and cold-leg breaks.

This section describes a method to evaluate depletion of debris concentration due to settle-out and
is applicable to both cold-leg and hot-leg recirculation. Addressing the effect of debris and dissolved
materials on long-term core cooling is beyond the scope of WCAP-1 6406-P. The effect of debris
and dissolved materials on long-term core cooling is being evaluated under a separate PWROG
program. A final report for that effort, WCAP-1 6793, "Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering
Particulate and Chemical Debris in the Recirculating Fluid," is planned for the end of May 2007."

RAI #6

In the sample problem in Section 5.9, a core flow rate of 1.225X10 6 Ibm/hr is assumed following a large
cold leg break for a core velocity of 0.1 ft/sec. This value is much larger than would be expected for long
term core boiling and would be conservative for predicting accumulation of material within the reactor
vessel. A large value of core flow would not be conservative for the calculation of the attenuation of debris
in the sump water as it circulates through the reactor vessels. This should be pointed out in the text for
the benefit of future users. Similarly the value of typical velocity in the region between the lower support
plate and the core support plate, given as 0.06 ft/sec in Section 9.2.2, is higher than would be expected for
long term core boiloff. The statement at the top of page 5.4 indicating that the particulate concentration in
the sump may be depleted to less than 1 percent of its initial concentration within 20 hours may be
optimistic for cold leg breaks for the same reason.

RAI #6 Response

As noted in the statement of inputs and assumptions to the sample calculation given on Page 5-
11, the value for decay heat is taken at 20 minutes after the initiation of the break. The core boil-
off rate and core region velocity (for a given fuel design) are representative of the time at
switchover from RWST/BWST injection to recirculation from the containment sump. This is
conservative for evaluating debris transport from the lower plenum into the core.

The following clarifying text will be added to the description of the sample calculation.

The example calculation takes no credit for the sump screen capturing debris. Taking the
capture efficiency of the sump screen into account, a reduction in the concentration of the
particulate debris to <1% of the initial concentration is possible.
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RAI #7

As noted on page 5-11, following a cold leg break during cold leg recirculation, "Cco" is zero, meaning that
no entrained debris will returned to the containment sump. It will either be retained in the lower plenum or
in the reactor core. Methodology is discussed for determining the debris that would be deposited in the
lower plenum. Shouldn't methodology be provided for determining the concentration of debris and
chemical components that might be concentrated within the reactor core?

RAI #7 Response

The following text will be added as a note at the end of section 5.8 with a pointer (*) to the 5 1h item in
the discussion on page 5-11. "This discussion relates toea method to evaluate depletion of debris
concentration due to settle-out and is applicable to both cold-leg and hot-leg recirculation.
Addressing the concentration of debris and chemical components that might be concentrated within
the reactor core is beyond the scope of WCAP-1 6406-P. The effect of debris and dissolved
materials on long-term core cooling is being evaluated under a separate PWROG program. A final
report for that effort, WCAP-1 6793, "Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering Particulate and
Chemical Debris in the Recirculating Fluid," is planned for the end of May 2007."

RAI #8

On page 5-16, it is stated that the equation for depletion of fibrous debris on the containment sump screen
is applicable only to the cold-leg recirculation phase and not to the hot-leg recirculation phase. It is
unclear to the staff why the equation for sump screen operation would be affected by the location of water
entry to the reactor system. Please explain. If the methodology is not applicable for hot-leg recirculation,
the appropriate methodology should be provided.

RAI #8 Response

This statement will be amended as follows:

It is noted that Equation 5.10-1 is applicable for recirculation of the containment sump
inventory through the sump screen, regardless of the recirculation mode (cold-leg or hot-
leg).

RAI #9

In Sections 5.6 and 5.12, it states that the total plant-specific debris concentration, should be within the 0.1
percent value identified in Assumption 10 of Section 5.5. The NRC staff does not understand this
statement and notes that there is no Assumption 10 in Section 5.5.

RAI #9 Response

The phrase "within the 0.1-percent value..." will be changed to "within 0.1-percent of the value..."
Also, "Assumption 10" will be changed to "Assumption 8."

RAI #10
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Table 7.2-1 provides depletion coefficients for use in the exponential decrease in particulate concentration
in the sump water as particulate debris settles in the reactor vessel lower plenum. These values are plant
dependant and are also dependant on Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) flow rate for hot leg breaks and the
core boiloff rate for cold leg breaks. The fact that the values are plant dependant and should be
determined for each application, should be stated in the topical report. The NRC staff believes that the
stated depletion rate for cold leg breaks is too high. Furthermore, the depletion rate for cold leg breaks will
be a function of time as core flow decreases with decay heat. See question #6, above.

RAI #10 Response

The following statement will be added to the text introducing Table 7.2-1:

The depletion coefficients in the table are a sample, and that plant-specific values as
determined from their plant-specific calculations, by-pass testing, and other applicable
sources may be different (greater or less than those listed in the table). It is
recommended that plants consider both hot-leg and cold-leg break scenarios for the worst
case conditions for use in plant-specific evaluations.

As was identified in the response to RAI #6, the sample calculation took no credit for the sump
screen capturing debris. However, most of the debris depletion or clean-up comes from screen
capture (as opposed to vessel settle out). Taking the capture efficiency of a plant-specific
replacement sump screen into account, the reduction in the concentration depletion of the
particulate debris shown in Table 7.2-1 is conservative.

RAI #11

Section 9 discusses methodology for investigating fuel inlet and internal blockage. However, the
methodology for investigating the effect on heat transfer from long term boiling or the insulating effect of
debris trapped behind grid straps is not discussed. This methodology should be provided. The
evaluations should consider:

a. Trapping of debris behind the spacer grids might occur as the material is left behind by the long term
boiling process. Under these conditions a layer of debris and steam might form which might insulate
portions of the fuel rods from the water in the coolant channel.

b. The effect of debris on core boiling heat transfer including reaction products from the mix of
chemicals that would be concentrated in the core by the boiling process following a large cold leg
break needs to be considered. The effect of the high radiation field within the core on the chemical
and physical nature of the mixture within the core also needs to be considered. Furthermore, the
potential for heat transfer degradation resulting from a chemical film which might form or be plated
out by the boiling process needs to be evaluated.

RAI #11 Response

Section 9 describes a method to evaluate the potential for blockage of flow paths from particulate
and fibrous material that may be passed through the sump screen on the potential blockage of flow
paths through the reactor vessel and fuel. This method is applicable to all debris that passes
through the sump screen. The effects on boiling and heat transfer due to trapping of debris behind
spacer grids, increased concentration of chemical products in the core region and potential plate-out
of fuel cladding is beyond the scope of WCAP-16406-P.
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The affect of radiation on the chemical and physical nature of the mixture within the core was
addressed in the RAIs for WCAP-1 6530-NP, Evaluation of Post-Accident Chemical Effects in
Containment Sump Fluids to Support GSI-191, February 2006.

Addressing the affect of debris and dissolved materials on long-term core cooling is beyond the
scope of WCAP-1 6406-P. The effect of debris and dissolved materials on long-term core cooling is
being evaluated under a separate PWROG program. A final report for that effort, WCAP-16793,
"Evaluation of Long-Term Cooling Considering Particulate and Chemical Debris in the Recirculating
Fluid," is planned for the end of May 2007.

RAI #12

In Appendix K, page K-i, it states that large dense non-fibrous debris can be shown to settle in the low
velocity portion of the ECC flow path, the reactor vessel plenum, using Stokes Law. The NRC staff does
not believe that Stokes Law, which is based on the settling of spherical bodies, would be appropriate to
describe the settlings of flattened objects such as paint chips. This fact should be stated.

RAI #12 Response

Stokes Law may be used to evaluate settling of non-spherical bodies by using an appropriate
hydraulic drag coefficient. This is discussed in Reference 8.1-13. The following clarification will
be added to the subject text:

Stokes Law may be used to evaluate settling of non-spherical bodies by using an
appropriate hydraulic drag coefficient. These drag coefficients may be determined using
standard handbooks or text books.

RAI #13

The NRC staff understands that the methodology in WCAP-16406-P is intended to be used by
Westinghouse as well as non-Westinghouse personnel. Please describe the measures which will be
applied in terms of qualification, training, and quality assurance of the results to ensure that the
methodology of WCAP-16406-P is being utilized correctly.

RAI #13 Response

The qualification, training and quality assurance requirements for personnel performing work a
nuclear power plants is defined in Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50.120, "Training and
qualification of nuclear power plant personnel." The requirements of 1OCFR50.120 assure that
personnel are appropriately trained prior to being assigned work at a nuclear power plant.
Requirements are passed from licensees to contractors performing a work scope through contract
requirements and assure that qualified personnel that have been appropriate trained to perform
work at a nuclear power plant.

Similarly, the quality assurance program for nuclear plants is identified in Appendix B to Title 10
Code of Federal Regulations Part 50, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and
Fuel Reprocessing Plants." The requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix B provide for a quality
assurance program to be applied to the design, fabrication, construction, and testing of the
structures, systems, and components of the facility. These requirements are passed from
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licensees to contractors performing a work scope through contract requirements and assure that
contractors have established and implemented an appropriate quality assurance program for the
scope of work they are performing.

RAI #14

Page 4-23 contains a sub-section "CSS Recirculation Alignment Summary for CE Plants." It has been
corrected in response to previous NRC comments, however it does not belong here. Page 4-13 also
contains the same sub-section (the proper location), but it does not have the correction. (Editorial)

RAI #14 Response

Although the PWROG requested that Section 4 be excluded from review as it was general in
nature and was presented as an example only, the error is noted. The corrected subsection and
text will be removed from page 4-23, and placed on page 4-13.

RAI #15

On page 4-30, the first sentence of paragraph beginning near the top of the page begins with "In terms of
minimum flow rate, the limiting scenario is the large hot-leg break..." This assertion is not correct, for
minimum flow rate, the limiting scenario is a cold-leg break. The remainder of the paragraph also appears
to be more related to cold-leg break than hot-leg break. (Editorial, or clarification required)

RAI #15 Response

The PWROG requested that Section 4 be excluded from review as it was general in nature as this
material was presented for information purposes only. However, sentence will be amended as
follows:

In terms of minimum flow rate, the limiting scenario is the large cold-leg break.

RAI #16

Page 4-31, Table 4.2-1 is missing McGuire and Wolf Creek. (Table not complete)

RAI #16 Response

The material of Section 4.2 was not intended to be all-inclusive of all plants. Rather, the material
presented in Section 4.2 is intended to provide examples of plant designs and configurations. All
evaluations should be based on plant-specific system alignments and capabilities. This system
alignment and capability information is best presented in the plant-specific evaluations and
analyses.

RAI #17

Page 4-32, Section 4.2.2 discusses mission times for CE plants. In this section it indicates that mission
time could be related to hot-leg switchover. According to Table 4.2.1 and Figures 4.1-2 and 4.1-3, the CE
plant design has limited capability for hot-leg recirculation. It is understood that these are generic
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discussions and simplified P&IDs, so individual plants may have configurations that could be
used/credited. The topical report should discuss the CE configurations/capabilities in more detail.

RAI #17 Response

The material presented in this chapter is general in nature. The system descriptions and
alignments in Section 4.2 are intended to provide only examples of plant designs and
configurations. All evaluations should be based on plant-specific source documents such as P&ID
drawings and system descriptions. The following statement will be added immediately following
the section designation 4.2.2, "Combustion Engineering Plants:"

The following information is general in nature and is provided only as an example. Plant-
specific analyses should be based on plant-specific source documents such as P&IDs
and system descriptions.

RAI #18

Page 5-2, near the bottom, lists what are considered to be the two most important factors for screen
penetration as items l.a (hole size) and 1 .b (screen open/closed ratio). The staff expects that a number of
other factors (approach velocity, strainer differential pressure, overall strainer surface area, flat/complex
configuration, strainer surface smoothness, debris mix/characteristics, etc.) are also important, maybe
even more than these. Please provide an explanation that shows that the two items listed are the most
important, or are the most important for the bounding conditions of modern strainers.

RAI #18 Response

Items 1 .a and 1 .b are identified as two factors affecting debris bypass through the sump screen,
not that they are necessarily the most important two factors. However, the text will be amended to
note that there are a number of factors affecting debris bypass through the sump screen. These
factors include, but are not limited to, the hole size, the ratio of open to closed area of the screen,
the fluid approach velocity to the screen and the screen geometry.

RAI #19

On page 5-3, the first sentence of paragraph beginning near the top of the page begins with "The NRC is
conducting research...". This should be changed to reflect that "The NRC and industry are conducting
research.... (Editorial)

RAI #19 Response

The clarification is noted, this sentence will be changed to read "The NRC and industry are
conducting research on the passing of debris through sump screens."

RAI #20

On page 5-7, Assumption 7, the correction missed deletion of word "that." (Editorial)

RAI #20 Response
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The typographical error is noted and will be corrected; the extra word "that" will be removed from
Assumption 7, page 5-6.

RAI #21

On page 5-7, the last sentence of the middle paragraph states, "...should be confirmed to be within the 0.1
percent value identified in Assumption (10) from Section 5.5." With the re-numbering of Assumptions in
Section 5.5, number 10 no longer exists. It looks like it should be assumption 7. (Editorial)

RAI #21 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected; the phrase "within the 0.1-percent value..."
will be changed to "within 0.1-percent of the value..." Also, "Assumption 10" will be changed to
"Assumption 8."

RAI #22

On page 5-9, there is a Cso definition spelling error, "our" should be "out." (Editorial)

RAI #22 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected; "separate our" will be changed to "separate
out."

RAI #23

Page 5-12 uses a core flow area of 55ft 2 and a fluid velocity of 0.1 ft/sec. These do not seem to be
reasonable values. Please provide a basis for these values.

RAI #23 Response

The values in question were used in the sample problem. The conditions used in the selected
were minimum flow area through the fuel, and the corresponding velocity in the fuel. The flow
area in the lower plenum is actually larger than this. The value of 0.1 ft/sec was evaluated using
the minimum flow area and a maximum decay heat value. Thus, the sample calculation provides
for the prediction of lifting of conservatively large sized debris into the fuel.

The text will be amended as follows:

Plant-specific values should be used in performing plant specific calculations of core flow.
For the purposes of this example calculation, for a cold-leg break, using a decay heat rate
at 20 minutes after core shutdown and assuming a core flow area of 55 ft2 the fluid
velocity in the core is estimated to be:

RAI #24
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Page 5-12 (bottom paragraph) has a typographical error, "core support plant" should be "core support
plate." (Editorial)

RAI #24 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected; "core support plant" will be amended to
"core support plate."

RAI #25

Page 5-13 lists C*co as 0.7 x 10-4. Please provide the derivation of this value.

RAI #25 Response

The definition of C'co is:

C*co = (particulate mass / particulate density) / (water volume)

The definition of this is given in the middle of page 5-10. The value of 0.7 x 10-4 was selected for

purposes of the sample calculation.

The following text will be added immediately following the listed values for C*co and C*o:

The value of 0.7 x 10-4 is selected for purposes of the sample calculation. Plants should
use a plant-specific debris generation and transport calculations to evaluate a value of
C*co for their plant-specific evaluations.

RAI #26

Page 5-13 lists 3 cases where calculations were done to demonstrate the effect of break location and flow
rate on debris depletion. Please provide information on the use and/or development of the carry-over
factors used for these three cases.

RAI #26 Response

The development of Case 1, cold-leg break with a single train of ECCS operating, is described in
Section 5.9. The hot-leg break scenarios, with one or two trains of ECCS operating, parallel the
development of Case 1, using appropriate values for the parameters in Equation 5.8-5. The
following clarification will be added to the text immediately following the identification of the three
cases:

The development of Case 1, cold-leg break with a single train of ECCS operating, is
described in Section 5.9. The hot-leg break scenarios, with one or two trains of ECCS
operating, parallel the development of Case 1, using appropriate values for the
parameters in Equation 5.8-5. Plant specific inputs should be used to evaluate the three
cases for plant-specific evaluations.
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RAI #27

On page 5-16, the inserted text contains an editorial error, 'value dimensionless value."

RAI #27 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected; "value dimensionless value" will be
changed to "dimensionless value" on pages 5-10 and 5-16.

RAI #28

Page 5-17 shows a table of results from testing conducted at Las Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) for
fibrous debris passing through a screen for various velocities. One of the conclusions from evaluating this
data is stated as:

"2. For a given velocity, the smaller the sump screen mesh, the greater the percentage of fiber
that is passed through the sump screen."

Based on more recent test results from modern strainer vendors, it is recognized that the LANL data in this
area may be suspect, and the resulting conclusion may be inaccurate. This information needs to be
addressed for its impact on the evaluation methodology.

RAI #28 Response

At the time that the report was being prepared, only the LANL data was available. The text of
Section 5.10 recommends the use of a default capture efficiency of 95% for replacement sump
screens. The text goes on to note, at the top of page 5-18, that the value of 95% capture
efficiency provides for a conservative value for fibrous debris collection. Available bypass data
from replacement sump screen testing appears to suggest that the 5% bypass number remains
bounding.

However, the following text will be added immediately before the last sentence of Section 5.10,
page 5-18:

At the time that this report was initially prepared, only the LANL screen penetration data
was available. By-pass data from testing of replacement sump screen strainers should be
used, when available, to assess the actual performance of the replacement sump screen
under plant-specific debris loading conditions.

RAI #29

Page 5-17 lists a number of reasons why the LANL data is applicable to Pressurized Water Reactors
(PWRs). Reasons 4 and 5 contradict each other in regards to the referenced construction material for
replacement screens (4 indicates screen will be made of similar or thicker wire, 5 indicates perforated
plate will be used). All modern strainers use perforated plate.

RAI #29 Response
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At the time the report was prepared, the construction of replacement sump screens had not been
identified across the industry. It is acknowledged that, today, all known replacement sump
screens or strainers are being made of perforated plate.

Reason 4 will be amended to delete any reference to replacement sump screens being made of
wire.

RAI #30

On page 9-3, Section 9.2.2, the second paragraph states, "A typical fluid velocity in the region between the
lower support plant (typo/spelling) and the core support plate at about the time of initiation ECCS
recirculation from the containment sump is about 0.06 ft/sec." This value contradicts the value of 0.1 ft/sec
found on page 5-12 (see question/comment 10), and Appendix K (page K-I).

RAI #30 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected; "lower support plant" will be changed to
"lower support plate".

The fluid velocities cited in Sections 5, 9 and Appendix K are approximate values and when
rounded, agree to one decimal place (0.1 ft/sec). For a specific plant, the fluid velocity would be a
function of the decay heat rate of the fuel at the time of switchover to recirculation.

RAI #31

Page 9-8, item 3 has a typographical error, "lower support plant" should be "lower support plate" (Editorial)

RAI #31 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected; "lower support plant" will be changed to
"lower support plate".

RAI #32

The flow charts in Section 10.2 appear to be incomplete, and contain many errors. There appears to be
no chart referring to Chapter 9 for an evaluation of reactor internals and fuel.

RAI #32 Response

A flow chart was not included as the for the Chapter 9 evaluations as they were considered to be
straight-forward with no decision or "branch" points to consider.

The Evaluation Flow Diagrams were provided as upper level guideline for performing the
evaluation of a component with the details given in the body of the report. Placing the details on
the Evaluation Flow Diagrams is evaluated to make the diagrams too unwieldy to use.

RAI #33
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Page 10-7, Figure 10.4-1 indicates that a default HPSI mission time of 250 hours can be used. What is the
technical justification for this value?

RAI #33 Response

The mission time discussion in Chapter 4 is presented for information only. The 250 hours
mentioned in Figure 10.4-1 on page 10-7 was taken from the sample calculation discussed in
Chapter 4. It is expected that any credit for a mission time below 720 hours will be supported by a
plant-specific calculation to be independently justified.

The text of Figure 10.4-1 will be augmented to indicate that plant-specific mission times should be
used.

RAI #34

Page 10-8, Figure 10.4-2 implies that Category 2 and 4 plants can justify LHSI for hot-leg recirculation, but
these categories of plants only have one hot-leg injection pathway. How can these plants verify that the hot-
leg injection path is not the source of the break?

RAI #34 Response

The mission time discussion in Chapter 4 is presented for information only. The 250 hours
mentioned in Figure 10.4-1 on page 10-7 was taken from the sample calculation discussed in
Chapter 4. It is expected that any credit for a mission time below 720 hours will be supported by a
plant-specific calculation to be independently justified. It is assumed that the single hot leg injection
pathway for Category 2 and 4 plants is consistent with the current hot leg recirculation licensing basis
for the plants and no that no additional justification is required.

The text of Figure 10.4-2 will be augmented to indicate that plant-specific mission times should be
used.

The evaluation method presented in this WCAP does not alter or modify current licensing basis of
plants with regard to hot-leg recirculation. Thus, the current licensing basis of plants with only 1 hot
leg injection pathway is not altered by the evaluation of downstream effects. Furthermore, if there is
a hot-leg break, then there should be a continuous flowpath through the vessel.

RAI #35

Page 10-9, Figure 10.4-3 asks Category 5 plants if the HPSI pump is required for hot-leg recirculation.
However, category 5 plants, by definition, have no hot-leg switchover capability.

RAI #35 Response

The question was included for completeness and consistency with the previous two logic diagrams
for Category 1, 2, 3 and 4 plants. Category 5 plants, by definition, have no hot-leg switchover
capability. Therefore, the answer to the question, "Is HPSI pump required for hot leg recirculation?" is
always "NO", which leads the evaluator to note that the mission time is the time at which the LHSI
pump meets boiloff requirements.
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RAI #36

On page J-4, the second bullet explains using a "pencil drop test" to justify a penetration factor of 0.06%.
However, no detailed information is provided regarding the configuration of the screen being used for this test
or it's similarity to an ECCS sump screen. Page 5-2 identifies two critical factors for screen configuration, and
question/comment 5 identifies a number of others that may be relevant. Some additional information should
be provided regarding this test before it can be used to justify a position.

RAI #36 Response

The following clarification will be added to the text.

The objective of the "pencil drop" test was to evaluate the probability of long, rigid particles passing
through holes. The pencil used had a diameter of 5/16-inches and the strainer holes had a diameter
of 1/-inches. The pencil was randomly located above the strainer and then dropped lengthwise from
a height of 15 inches above the strainer. This orientation was favorable for the pencil passing
through the strainer. The pencil velocity calculated to be about 16 ft/s upon reaching the strainer. Of
the 100 times the pencil was dropped, only six (6) times was the pencil observed to orient itself such
that it would penetrate the strainer.

In the drop test, the pencil was oriented lengthwise, which maximized its potential for passing through
the strainer. The approach velocity of the pencil was much larger than the approach fluid velocities to
replacement sumps (16 ft/sec versus < 0.2 ft/sec), giving the pencil little time to change or alter its
orientation. Yet, only 6% of the time, the pencil was observed to pass through the strainer. In the
plant, a random orientation of the debris is expected. Furthermore, local turbulence in the flow would
be expected to maintain debris in a random orientation. Thus, it expected that for hard, long objects
randomly oriented in a flow stream, less than 6% would pass through the strainer screen. However,
as the characteristic or maximum dimension of debris approaches the same dimension as the
diameter as the strainer hole, the shape of the debris approaches a sphere.
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WCAP-16406-P Rev. 1 RAIs

By letter dated May 31, 2006, the Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (PWROG) submitted topical
report, WCAP-1 6406-P, Revision 1, "Evaluation of Downstream Sump Debris Effects in Support of GSI-1 91."
In its review of the topical report, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff evaluates not only the

accuracy and conservatism of the methodology but also the clarity of the methodology presented. In order to
offer clear and conservative guidance for future users, the NRC staff offers the following comments and
requests answers to the following questions.

Technical Comments:

RAI T-1

Section 5.5.3, Debris Ingestion Model Assumptions - This section notes that "The particulate and fibrous
debris sizes identified in the previous steps may be modified if supported by plant specific data." Please
provide information on how to interpret and modify the testing and plant specific data so that it can be used
with the WCAP guidance.

RAI T-1 Response

The following text will be added to Section 5.5 Item 3:

Plant-specific calculations require the same inputs as the sample calculations presented using the
assumptions of Section 5.5.3. The data necessary to obtain plant-specific particulate and fibrous
debris sizes identified in Section 5.5 Item 2 would be developed by testing of plant-specific debris
mixes with the plant-specific replacement sump screens. The test protocol for performing these tests
is the responsibility of the licensee. The plant-specific evaluation would use the particulate and
fibrous debris sizes obtained from the collected and measured size distribution of the particulate and
fibrous debris that are passed by the replacement sump screen.

RAI T-2

Section 7.2.4, Debris Buildup in Running Clearances, Page 7-7 - Provide clarification and basis on how the
"debris packing" provides greater bearing support than a 2X clearance.

RAI T-2 Response

This issue is discussed in detail in the attached white paper. The relatively wear hydrostatic
centering force provides significantly less support stiffness for the shaft than the debris packing (solid
material) riding on the impeller hub.

RAI T-3

Section 7.3.2, Erosive Wear, page 7-13 - Third paragraph, throttling a valve is also a factor for the wear rate
of a valve. Explain how this is incorporated into evaluations.

RAI T-3 Response

Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3.4.2 have been modified in the WCAP as follows:
Section 7.3.2 Paragraph 3:
Valves subjected to debris-laden water experience erosive wear. The wear rate
depends on a number of factors: the debris type, debris concentration, material
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hardness and velocity of input.
For this evaluation two models were developed. The first is a constant debris size
model and the second is a distributed debris size model. These are presented below

Section 7.3.3.4.2:To evaluate globe valves that are throttled or hermitically sealed
and needle valves, vendor input may be required. These valves are susceptible to
plugging and will need the vendor to confirm whether or not the valve can be
sufficiently open to pass the debris.
By throttling, it is meant either one of the following:
* Valves that are partially open

Valves that have special trim for high-pressure breakdown (for example, using
labyrinth flow paths in the cage or using special plug configuration)

The following subsections detail the typical valve designs that are used in throttling
applications. See Figures 7.3-1 through 7.3-5. The valve trim configurations in
throttling applications make them susceptible to debris entrapment. To evaluate
their capability to pass the debris, vendor input is required for clearance area versus
lift (Figure 7.3-6) and minimum flow area in the valve flow path. The valves shall
be evaluated for compliance with NRC IN 96-27 (Reference 7.3-2)

RAI T-4

Chapter 8, General -Westinghouse, Babcock and & Wilcox and Combustion Engineering all use slightly
different design strategies i.e. 7 vs 9 vs 11 stage HPSI pumps. Please provide drawings of a representative
sample of HSPI, LPSI, Charging and CS pumps. This information is needed for the staff to verify that the
wear models and rotor dynamic reviews bound all pump configurations.

RAI T-4 Response

The requested representative drawings are attached in Appendix A.

RAI T-5

Chapter 8, General - Westinghouse, Babcock and & Wilcox and Combustion Engineering all use slightly
different design strategies i.e. 7 vs 9 vs 11 stage HPSI pumps. Please provide Pump curves for a
representative sample of HSPI, LPSI, Charging and CS pumps. This information is needed for the staff to
verify that the wear models and rotor dynamic reviews bound all pump configurations.

RAI T-5 Response

The requested drawings are attached in Appendix B.

RAI T-6

Chapter 8, General - Westinghouse, Babcock and & Wilcox and Combustion Engineering all use slightly
different design strategies i.e. 7 vs 9 vs 11 stage HPSI pumps. Please provide nominal bearing loadings for a
representative sample of HSPI, LPSI, Charging and CS pumps. This information is needed for the staff to
verify that the wear models and rotor dynamic reviews bound all pump configurations.
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RAI T-6 Response

Archard's wear model requires a determination of bearing loads. However, the WCAP wear model
does not require the same determination of bearing loads because the WCAP wear model was
developed empirically. Please refer to RAI T-20 for Westinghouse discussion of Archard's model
versus the WCAP model. See also Appendix P of the WCAP-16406-P for additional discussion.

Plants who wish to use the Archard's wear model will be instructed in Section 10.5 the WCAP to
obtain the bearing loads from their pump suppliers.

RAI T-7

Section 8.1, Evaluation of ECCS Pumps for Operation with Debris-Laden Water from the Containment Sump
- How is Stop/Start operation of ECCS pumps addressed?

RAI T-7 Response

The WCAP addresses only the operability issue for operating auxiliary pumps. Start/Stop operation
has not been addressed separately since that is dependent on plant specific conditions and accident
mitigation procedures, and should be addressed as plant specific issues. The potential impact of the
buildup of a debris packing in the wear rings is that it could add to startup torque requirements.
However, considering that the diameter of the debris packing (- 2.5 inch) is small, and at startup
there is no pressure on the packing, the additional required torque should be small compared with the
hydraulic torque requirement for the impellers.

RAI T-8

Section 8.1.1.2 Evaluation of ECCS Pumps for Operation with Debris-Laden Water from the Containment
Sump, page 8.5, and Section 10.6, Instrumentation Tubing - Secondary recirculation of debris laden flows,
such as at cyclone separators or at instrument tubing connections, may allow rapid clogging of the flow area.
Explain how this phenomena is to be evaluated in the context of cyclone separator and instrument tubing
evaluations. The evaluation of the cyclone separator is a plant specific analysis, which depends on the
cyclone separator design and the piping arrangement for the seal injection system.

RAI T-8 Response

As stated in the WCAP, Westinghouse does not have specific data on cyclone separators used to
remove debris from seal injection flow. However, there is anecdotal information and opinion from
Flowserve (Appendix H, page 35) indicating that cyclone separators have had clogging problems
specifically with fibrous debris.

RAI T-9

Section 8.1.1.2 Evaluation of ECCS Pumps for Operation with Debris-Laden Water from the Containment
Sump, page 8.6 - Provide the basis for the statement that "Sufficient time is available to isolate the leakage
from the failed pump and start operation of the an alternate ECCS or CS train."

RAI T-9 Response
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The WCAP states that 30 minutes is sufficient to isolate the pumps with failed primary and failed
disaster bushing, and start up an alternate train. NRC has generally accepted operator action within
30 minutes as part of accident mitigation.

RAI T-10

Section 8.1.1.3, Evaluation of ECCS Pumps for Operation with Debris-Laden Water from the Containment
Sump, page 8.6 - States: " For most pumps of this type there is sufficient damping ... see reference 8.1.7 and
8.1.8." The quoted statement was not a conclusion of Reference 8.1.7. Provide Reference 8.1.8 for review.

RAI T-10 Response

Reference 8.1.8 is publicly available. A copy will be provided to NRC.

RAI T-11

Section 8.1.3, Mechanical Shaft Seal Assembly, page 8.9 - Please provide basis for the statement "Should
the cooling water to the seal cooler be lost, the additional risk for seal failure is small for the required mission
time for these pumps."

RAI T-11 Response

The design temperature for most mechanical shaft seals used in auxiliary system pumps is 350F to
400F. The seal cooler is included to extend the service life of the seal by allowing the seal to operate
at conditions which gives extended seal life due to low wear rate. As long as these seals operate at
or below their design temperature, the probability of short term failure is very low. If coolant flow to
the seal cooler (from CCW or SW) is lost, the seals are going to heat up to slightly above the
temperature of the pumped fluid, which could be as high as 270F. This is still below the design
temperature for the seal, and therefore should not result in short term seal failure. The seal injection
flow (although no longer cooled by the seal cooler) will under these conditions still protect the seal
against short term failure.

RAI T-12

Section 8.1.5, Wear Margin for SI Pumps - The generic statement that all SI pumps "have wear rings that are
good "as new" based solely upon "very little service beyond inservice testing", is not adequate justification. A
stronger basis is needed e.g. maintenance and operational history.

RAI T-12 Response

The following words will be added to the WCAP directly before the discussion of the wear margin for
SI pumps. "Westinghouse has experience with maintaining and rebuilding centrifugal charging
pumps (CCP), which generally has similar wear ring designs and materials as the SI pumps. Since
the CCPs have charging duty, they are operated during normal plant operation and can accumulate
thousands of hours between maintenance cycles, compared with the SI pumps seeing a few hours
every time they are subjected to in-service testing. The Westinghouse experience with the CCPs
wear rings is that the amount of wear in most cases is negligible and seldom exceeds 3 mils on the
diameter for those rings that do show wear. On the basis of the similarity in design and materials
used for the wear rings, and the difference in operating duty, it is justified to assume that the SI pump
wear rings are essentially "as new" throughout their service life."

RAI T-13
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Section 8.1.6, Evaluation Template for ECCS Pumps, Figures 8.1-7, 8.1.8 and 8.1.9 - Explain how the
guidelines, approaches and criterion in the figures are appropriate for types and systems other than
Westinghouse designed plants.

RAI T-13 Response

It is the intent that the evaluation methodology be sufficiently generic to allow evaluation of all
auxiliary system pumps that do not employ internal water lubricated hydrostatic bearings. The
evaluation methodology documented in the WCAP is generic in the sense that it covers vertical and
horizontal pump designs, and for each category single stage and multistage models. This covers all
potential variations of centrifugal pumps used in the auxiliary systems. PWRs from different reactor
manufacturers all have similar auxiliary systems, and accordingly similar pumping requirements. The
evaluation template for ECCS pumps covers all centrifugal pumps currently employed in PWRs, with
the exception of pumps employing internal water lubricated hydrostatic main bearings (such as the
Davis-Besse HPSI pumps). The template guides the evaluation of the parts of the pumps that are
significantly affected by the enhanced wear due to debris in the pumped fluid over the required duty
cycle for LBLOCA recovery.

RAI T-14

Section 8.1.6, Evaluation Template for ECCS Pumps, Figure 8.1.9 Decision Tree for performing Pump

Operability Evaluation and Note b - Provide the basis for the 2X ring gap clearance acceptance criteria.

RAI T-14 Response

Pump manufacturers in their tech manuals as a suggested PM generally recommends the
replacement of wear ring when the clearance has increased to twice the "as new" clearance (2X).
Based on the analysis performed in support of the WCAP, this appears to be a conservative limit for
both hydraulic and dynamic effects.

RAI T-15

Section 8.1.7, References - Provide Reference 8.1.14 for review.

RAI T-15 Response

Reference 8.1-14 was provided to the NRC Document Control Desk via OG-07-172 on April 16,
2007.

RAI T-16

Section 8.2, Valves - From a review of flowchart, Figure 8.2-1, and Table 8.2-3, throttling of caged globe
valves is not addressed. Either include in the discussion or explain why this situation is not valid.

RAI T-16 Response

Figure 8.2-1 and Table 8.2-3 will be modified to include discussion of cage guided valves.

RAI T-17
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Section 8.2.4, Valve Recommendations/Modifications, Table 8.2-5, Recommended Actions and Modifications
- Item 3, Check Valves <1", IN 97-76 is referenced in the Plugging Issue column. IN 97-76 pertains to throttle
valves, not check valves. Please provide the appropriate reference or evaluation.

RAI T-17 Response

The reference will be deleted. The following test will be added in Section 8.2.4. "The basis is that for
valve flow area open to be equal to pipe area, the lift must equal 25% of inside pipe diameter. For 1
inch valve in a 1" schedule 160 pipe, the lift is estimated to be 0.204". The permissible debris particle
size should be checked with the vendor to ensure that there is no blockage."

RAI T-18

Section 9.3.2, Remedial Actions - The meaning of the second sentence is unclear. Please clarify.

RAI T-18 Response

The WCAP text will be revised to state "However, for a plant with large amounts of fibrous insulation,
the ability of a preconditioned sump screen to provide sufficient flow, such that NPSH requirements
are satisfied, must be carefully evaluated, taking into consideration plant-specific debris loading in the
evaluation."

RAI T-19

Section F.2, Abrasive Wear - Provide a discussion on why the two-body wear model "is not important to this
investigation." The WCAP-referenced testing suggests abrasive wear and not three-body wear. The
generally accepted predictive methodology is Archard's model for abrasive wear. Archard's model is the most
conservative, i.e., results in the most severe and rapid wear rate. Why was a three-body wear model utilized
in the report and not an abrasive wear model?

RAI T-19 Response

A discussion of the Westinghouse abrasive wear model based on the free flowing abrasive wear
(three-body wear) bounds the and packing type wear (two-body wear) is documented in a paper
"Wear Models for use in Close Running Clearance Evaluation of Pumps" (attached).

RAI T-20

Section F.2, Abrasive Wear - Bearing loads are not specifically discussed in the report. Bearing loads are

critical for both wear and bearing dynamic analyses. Provide justification for not including these loads.

RAI T-20 Response

The wear rings in multistage pumps are not subjected to radial hydraulic loads during operation. The
natural deflection (sag)of the shaft due to weight of the total rotating assembly, may result in contact
between the impeller hub and the wear rings when pumps are not operating. When a pressure drop
develops between the stages, the wear rings will develop a hydrostatic bearing support force
(centering force). A correctly assembled and aligned pumps has as such essentially no bearing load
associated with the wear rings. Also, there is no hydrodynamic lubrication associated with the wear
rings during pump operation, only hydrostatic centering force.
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RAI T-21

Section F.2, Abrasive Wear - Stage to Stage differential pressure and pump speed and their effect on
abrasive wear rates are not discussed in the report. Provide a discussion of their impact on wear analysis.

RAI T-21 Response

The data shown in the WCAP as basis for the wear analysis was only limited to two conditions: 1)
running clearance with a pressure drop providing flow, and 2) running clearance with no pressure
drop. The data show that a pressure drop was required to generate wear. This is discussed in detail
in Appendix F. The wear rings fall into the second category (pressure drop), and are therefore
subject to the wear analysis based on the wear model. The wear data presented in Appendix F was
generated at a pump speed typical for many auxiliary system pumps. The effect of pump speed on
the rate of wear could not be determined, and assumed to minor within the range of operating speeds
for these pumps.

RAI T-22

Section F.3.1, Debris Characterization - The particle composition value in 360 gallons of water at 100 OF, 92
ppm, appears to be incorrect. Using a total of 146.86 grams (95.8g + 31.9g + 19.16g = 146.86g) of
particulate and a density of 62.0 lb/cu.ft. for water at 100 OF:

C = mdebris / mwater + mdebris

mdebris = 146 g

mwater = 360 gal (1 cu.ft./7.48052 gal)(62.0 lb/cu.ft) = 2983.7 lb

Converting lb water to grams: 2983.7 lb (0.4536 kg/1 lb)(1 000g/1 kg) = 1.353E+6 g.

C = [146 g / (1.353E+6 g + 146g)][1 ppm /(1 g/ 1E+6 g)] = 108 ppm

Please explain the difference between this calculated value and the 92 ppm presented in section F.3.1.

RAI T-22 Response

This section, as drafted before all the results of the dynamics evaluation were available, will be
updated in its entirety based on the latest results.

RAI T-23

Section F.4.3, Effect of Debris Concentration Decay on Wear Rate - Section 4.2 notes that "wear (is) from an
abrasive particle trapped between two surfaces in motion". Since there is no mechanism to flush wear
particles from tight clearances in pump internals, clarify why the depletion rate as defined in Eqn F.4-15 is
applicable.

RAI T-23 Response

This issue was discussed in detail in the attached white paper.

RAI T-24
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Section F.4.4.1, Davis-Besse/MPR Data - The wear model discussed in Appendix F appears to be based on
earlier Westinghouse test results at 920 ppm debris concentration. The discussion in section F.4.4.1 states
that the debris concentration in the Davis-Besse test used as a benchmark is unknown. What is the rationale
for assuming that the Davis-Besse debris concentration was at the 920 ppm level and hence a suitable
benchmark for the model?

RAI T-24 Response

The following text will be added to the WCAP in the text of the first full paragraph on page F-16.
"Westinghouse has the results of the debris transport analysis and the debris concentration in the
containment sumps for many plants. The debris concentration varies from plant to plant, but an
average value of approximately 1000 PPM. Davis-Besse removed most of the fibrous insulation
within the containment as a result of the qualification of the HPSI pump, and it was therefore
estimated that approximately 920 PPM would be conservative for the residual debris concentration in
the sump. In the attachment Westinghouse is showing wear calculation with debris from 500 PPM to
1200 PPM in a comparison with Davis-Besse analysis."

RAI T-25

Section F.4.4.1, Davis-Besse/MPR Data - Provide details of the Davis-Besse special effects testing such as
pump models, speed, test temperatures, pressure drop, flow rates, visual observations, etc. or other pertinent
data to allow comparison with other style RHR pumps.

RAI T-25 Response

All available date from the Davis-Besse testing are documented in two open literature references
(given as References 8.1-7 and 8.1-8 in the WCAP). These references do not generally contain
information, such as that requested. Since Westinghouse did not use the Davis-Besse data in the
abrasive wear model development (only as an order-of-magnitude validation), this data was not
required. The Davis-Besse pump was HPSI multistage design, and not comparable to a single stage
RHR pump design.

RAI T-26

Section F.4.5, Abrasive Wear Model References - Reference F.4-1 describes results for erosion not abrasion.
Clarify how this information is applicable to abrasive wear models.

RAI T-26 Response

Sheldon's paper (Reference F.4-1) provides an overview of wear models covering erosive and
abrasive wear. The inverse relationship between wear and hardness is described and the
relationship is used in the WCAP model development. The model went further to employ the 0.58
hardness index from the reference in the development.

RAI T-27

Section F.5.1, Erosive Wear Model, General - The methods presented in this section do not address wear
due to turbulent flow around bends, fluid changes in direction, turbulent flow downstream of restrictions such
as valves or orifices or other pipeline interferences. Explain why the methods bound these conditions.

RAI T-27 Response
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The following text will be added to the WCAP at the end of Section F.5.1. "The method used is based
on flows in coal slurries typically 40% -50% by mass concentration. Generally, these slurries wear at
elbows and valves. The model coefficients derived from empirical data is bounding given that the
debris concentration in the sump is two to three orders of magnitude less than the flow in coal
slurries. Further the impact angle relationship F(a) is maximum at a = 300. For all other angles, it is
less than 1. Hence the elbows are susceptible to wear as the flow path changes from 00 to 900.
Therefore, elbows and fittings are applicable and the model is conservative."

RAI T-28

Section F.5.1, Erosive Wear Model, Equation F.5-1 - Define term "Mf'.

RAI T-28 Response

Mf is the total mass fraction of the fluid that entrained the debris. The definition will be made in the
WCAP.

RAI T-29

Section F.5.1, Erosive Wear Model - In developing the general equation for erosive wear (eqn. F.5-4), the
impact angle relationship described in eqns. F.5-3, F(OI), appears to have been dropped. Is there a general
assumption that the worst case value of 1.0 be used? Please provide an explanation.

RAI T-29 Response

The impact angle relationship F(a) is maximum at a = 300, at which time F(a) = 1. The text will be
modified to explain the relationship.

RAI T-30

Section F.5.2, Industry Data, Table F.5-2, Wear Rates of Metals under Abrasive Slurries - For steel, the
major material of concern, the results of Table F.5-2 do not demonstrate a clear "wear rate is proportional to
velocity squared relationship" as is stated on page F-20, third paragraph. (Wear rates are at a ratio of 2.7846
vs. 4.591 as predicted by the velocity squared relationship.) The velocity squared relationship is used later in
equation F.5-1 1b. In the case of steel, the velocity squared relationship yields conservative results. Please
add a discussion on the basis for the velocity term since it is not clearly a squared function..

RAI T-30 Response

Table F.5-2 provides data based on the wear rate of different materials. Since the data set is sparse,
a geometric average was used to estimate the average wear rate ratio between the wear at 15 ft/sec
and wear at 7 ft/sec. The geometric average of the wear rate ratios was shown to be 4.618. It was
noted that if wear is proportional to Va, then the velocity exponent (a) is
a = In (4.618)/In(15/7) = 2.007
Hence, the velocity squared relationship reported in literature is confirmed. The text will be modified
to clarify the derivation.
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RAI T-31

Section F.5.2, Industry Data, page 21 - The first sentence in the second paragraph is inconsistent. Earlier,
the discussion on page 20 states that material wear rate increases from 0% volume (0% mass) concentration
to 12% volume (18% mass) concentration. The sentence in question states that the erosive wear rates at 0%
mass (0% volume) and 18% mass (12% volume) are essentially the same, which appears to be a conflict.
Additionally, the following equation (F.5-8) only works for concentrations less than or equal to 18%. For any
value above 18%, the equation predicts wear rates greater than that associated with a 46% mass slurry. Add
an explanation regarding the bounds of expected concentrations being well below the equation's range of
validity.

RAI T-31 Response

Agreed. The first sentence will be deleted.

RAI T-32

Section H.2.1, Flowserve - Pump Input, pages H-3 thru H-7 - Provide information on how the comments from
Flowserve were incorporated into Appendix F.

RAI T-32 Response

The information from Appendix H-3 to H-7 was factored into the report revision as applicable.
Further, in paragraph 1 of H-3, Flowserve stated "... the abrasive model is a well-founded,
conservative method for predicting this type of wear on pumps..." This provides confidence that the
WCAP model is appropriate.

RAI T-33

Section H, Summary Report - Lateral Rotor Dynamic Analysis, Background, page H-21 - Provide a discussion
on the basis for use of American Petroleum Institute (API) Standard 610 eighth edition in the evaluation of the
2.5" RLIJ 11 stage pump and the 3.0" JHF 10 Stage Pump.

RAI T-33 Response

The selection of using the API-61 0 as a basis for the dynamics analysis was based on a
recommendation by the pump designers/manufacturer: Flowserve R&D Division. Flowserve also
performed the analysis. This evaluation can be used for all ECCS Pumps, from any pump
manufacturer.

RAI T-34

Section H, Summary Report - Lateral Rotor Dynamic Analysis - The rotor dynamic instability analysis
references the American Petroleum Institute (API) methodology in ANSI/API Standard 610 Annex I. This
analysis is for newly manufactured pumps and API not worn or damaged bearings, damaged rotors, damaged
impellers, etc. Please provide and justify an appropriate criterion to determine catastrophic failure for post-
LOCA ECCS pump operation with wear, erosion or damage to components.

RAI T-34 Response
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API-610 Annex I is used as a screening criteria, not a failure criteria. If the screening indicates that
the pump may have a dynamic performance problem, response analysis can be performed to
evaluate the performance further.
Auxiliary pumps in nuclear plants are maintained and tested to the highest standards. Pumps with
damaged impellers, rotors and bearings are promptly repaired, and not used for plant service until
they are repaired. The wear limits provided in the WCAP are not to predict catastrophic failures of
the pumps, but the limits the pump manufacturer indicate as limits for normal good performance.

RAI T-35

Section H, Summary Report - Lateral Rotor Dynamic Analysis - There are several types of dynamic
instability that may result in catastrophic failure of pump bearings and rotors.
- Synchronous Unbalanced Forced Response (once per revolution forces)
- Non-synchronous Forced Response (forces that are not once per revolution)
- Instability Responses such as whip or whirl for lightly loaded rotors (bending rotor modes, rotational forces
and bearing dynamic loads combined)

Please explain how these possible instabilities been considered or the basis for excluding any of these

dynamic instability modes.

RAI T-35 Response

The ECCS pumps have been designed, manufactured and tested to meet very strict nuclear
requirements. As operating in the plant, vibration issues and effects such as those listed, are
expected to be absent since they are resolved as part of the pump prototype development and
testing.
The evaluation being performed by the methodology described in the WCAP looks for the additional
effects of wear due to debris in the pumpage for a required duty (such as 720 hours service). Due to
the limited initial debris concentration (such as 1000 to 2000 PPM) and decay in debris concentration
with time, erosive wear and significant damage to the hydraulics causing previously unobserved
vibration issues to develop, is considered unlikely by this analytical approach.. The residual issue is
therefore the change in support stiffness at the hydrostatic support locations (wear rings). This is
what is being evaluated by the dynamics analysis.

RAI T-36

Section H, Summary Report - Lateral Rotor Dynamic Analysis - The report does not describe in detail the
stiffness important for rotor dynamic analysis. The API 610 Standard indicates that all stiffness must be
included in the analysis to adequately analyze pump rotor instabilities. Total stiffness = shaft stiffness +
bearing stiffness + housing and support stiffness.

Have all of these stiffnesses been evaluated for the pump rotor dynamic analysis? What are the criteria for
including or ignoring various stiffnesses that may be critical to rotor instability and catastrophic failure?

RAI T-36 Response

The dynamics model used by Flowserve included the shaft stiffness, the casing stiffness and the
bearing support structure stiffness. The dominant factor for the dynamic response is the stiffness of
the hydrostatic centering force in the wear rings. Therefore, the softest support for the shaft is the
close running clearance in the wear rings. The only parameter that was changed in the analysis (as it
would be for an installed pump) was the hydrostatic support stiffness in the running clearances of the
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pump due to increased gap. To evaluate this effect only, the floor stiffness becomes less important
and was not included in this generic analysis. Also, the stiffness of the floor is orders of magnitude
greater than the support stiffness of the wear rings, and has insignificant impact on the result of this
analysis.

RAI T-37

Section H, Summary Report - Lateral Rotor Dynamic Analysis - How is starved flow due to close clearance
debris buildup though a wear ring, bushing or other dynamic support structure incorporated into the analysis?

RAI T-37 Response

The starved flow due to the packing buildup is ignored since it will reduce the parasitic flows inside
the pumps. The reduced parasitic flow will tend to counteract general hydraulic losses in the pumps.
Also, the stiffness of the "packing" in the close running clearance is expected to be greater than the
hydrostatic centering force provided by the open running clearance. This makes the approach used
for dynamics analysis shown in the WCAP conservative.

RAI T-38

Section H, Summary Report - Lateral Rotor Dynamic Analysis - When rubbing or contact occurs, a non-linear
stiffness model for the rotor system is applied to analyze the dynamic rotor response. Explain how such a
model been considered or evaluated for possible rotor instability analysis.

RAI T-38 Response

For a properly assembled pump (such as a horizontal multistage model), there is little evidence of
rubbing in the running clearances except briefly during startup and coastdown. .For normal operation
the hydrostatic centering forces are sufficient to prevent metal to metal contact. The hydrostatic
centering force is approximately linear with off-center displacement of the shaft, until the film
thickness becomes small enough to generate a hydrodynamic lubrication and shaft support. This will
provide a much stiffer support, but also increased possibility of direct contact. There is no evidence
that loss of film thickness occurs at other than startup and coastdown. However, these conditions are
part of the pumps normal operating regime, and the wear ring materials and design have been
chosen to perform under these conditions without damage

RAI T-39

Section H, Summary Report - Lateral Rotor Dynamic Analysis - Most classical analyses of fluid bearings
lubricated with oil neglect the fluid inertia effects because viscous effects in the bearing annular region
dominate over the fluid inertia effects with oil lubricated bearings. This may not be true for water-lubricated
bearings, and the inertial fluid forces may be important or perhaps critical to rotor instability analyses. Please
elaborate on the importance of fluid inertia in the rotor dynamic analysis considering worn or damaged ECCS
pump bearings.

RAI T-39 Response

The running clearances for the multistage pumps mostly used in ECCS have diametric running
clearances in the wear rings of approximately 10 mils and up. The support loads in the wear rings are
therefore purely hydrostatic, which is dependent on pressure drop and gap, and independent of fluid
inertia.
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RAI T-40

Section J.2, Estimate of Debris Size - Provide the basis for the statement: "...fibrous debris was judged to be
the most important contributor to abrasive wear."

RAI T-40 Response

The WCAP will be edited to state that "....fibrous debris was judged to be an important contributor to
abrasive wear.

RAI T-41

Withdrawn.

RAI T-41 Response

No response necessary.

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMENTS:

RAI A-1

Section 4.1.2, Combustion Engineering Design, Page 4-13, first paragraph - Change "provide" to "provided."

RAI A-1 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-2

Section 5.10, Fibrous Debris Concentration Depletion, Page 5-16, second paragraph - Change "the value
dimensionless value" to "the dimensionless value."

RAI A-2 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-3

Section 5.10, Fibrous Debris Concentration Depletion, Page 5-16, third paragraph - Change "opening" to
"openings."

RAI A-3 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-4
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Section 7.3, Valves, Page 7-12, Table 7.3-1, Failure Modes of ECCS Valves from Debris Ingestion - Note 1,
delete the word "a" in the last line.

RAI A-4 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-5

Section 7.3, Valves, Page 7-13, Table 7.3-1, Failure Modes of ECCS Valves from Debris Ingestion - Note 4,
second sentence, change "increase" to "increased."

RAI A-5 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-6

Section 7.3.2.2.1, Particulate Distribution, Page 7-15, - In the second sentence, change "The leads to" to
"This leads to."

RAI A-6 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-7

Section 7.3.2.3, Material Hardness Effect, Page 7-16, third paragraph - Change "Information Notice 97096" to
"Information Notice 97-76."

RAI A-7 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-8

Section 7.3.3.4.1, Globe Valves (Not Throttled), Page 7-18,- Change IN 96-97 to IN 96-27.

RAI A-8 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-9

Section 7.3.4, References, Reference 7.3-1 - The issue date of IN 97-76 is October 30, 1997.

RAI A-9 Response

The issue date of of October 30, 1997 will be added to Reference 7.3-1, Information Notice 97-76.
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RAI A-10

Section 8.1, Pumps, Page 8-1 - In the first paragraph, spell out Stone and Webster and put S & W in
parenthesis.

RAI A-10 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-11

Section 8.1, Pumps, Page 8-1 - In the second paragraph, change "use internal sleeve bearing" to "use an
internal sleeve bearing."

RAI A-11 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-12

Section 8.1.3, Mechanical Shaft Seal Assembly Evaluation, Page 8-9, second paragraph - In the first
sentence, change "Mechanical shaft seal" to "Mechanical shaft seals." In the second sentence, change
"These seal" to "These seals."

RAI A-12 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-13

Section 8.1.4, Pump Mechanical Evaluation (Vibration), Page 8-12, third paragraph - Change "documents" to
"document."

RAI A-13 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-14

Section 8.1.4, Pump Mechanical Evaluation (Vibration), Page 8-13, last paragraph - Change "This analysis is
document" to "This analysis is documented."

RAI A-14 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-15
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Section 8.1.6, Evaluation Templates for ECCS Pumps, Page 8-16,- In the first paragraph, change "The
mission time for the ECCS and CSS pumps are discussed" to "The mission time for the ECCS and CSS
pumps is discussed."

RAI A-15 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-16

Section 9..2.2.6.b.ii.1, Cold-Leg Recirculation, Page 9-8 - Change "to the size maximum size of debris" to "to
the maximum size of debris."

RAI A-16 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-17

Section 9.2.3.5.a, Hot-Leg Recirculation, Page 9-10 - Change "particulate sizes distributions" to "particulate
size distributions."

RAI A-17 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-18

Section 10.1, Plant Implementation, second sentence - Change "valve" to "valves."

RAI A-18 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-19

Section 10.5.1, Hydraulic Performance Evaluation, Page 10-10, first paragraph - Change "the ECCS pumps
must provide a required flow the reactor coolant system" to "the ECCS pumps must provide a required flow to
the reactor coolant system."

RAI A-19 Response

The typographical errors are noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-20

Section 10.5.1, Hydraulic Performance Evaluation, Page 10-10, third paragraph - Change "a flow margins of
10 percent" to "a flow margin of 10 percent."

RAI A-20 Response
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The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-21

Section 10.5.1, Hydraulic Performance Evaluation, Page 10-10, fourth paragraph - Change "for calculating

the how the wear ring gap increases" to "for calculating how the wear ring gap increases."

RAI A-21 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-22

Section 10.5.2, Mechanical Shaft Seal Assembly Evaluation (All Pumps), Page 10-11, first paragraph -
Change "plant" to "plants' in the second sentence and the last sentence and "separator" to "separators" in the
last sentence. Second paragraph, fourth sentence, change "This is the conditions" to "These are the
conditions."

RAI A-22 Response

The typographical errors are noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-23

Section 10.7, Reactor Internal and Fuel, Page 10-12, first paragraph - Change "The major flow paths thought
the reactor internals is larger" to "The major flow paths through the reactor internals are larger." Second
paragraph, change "(such as slot and holes in the baffle/barrel regions)" to (such as slots and holes in the
baffle/barrel regions), ." Third paragraph, change "fuel region this may require" to "fuel region may require."

RAI A-23 Response

The typographical errors are noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-24

Section F.4.2, Wear Rate of Carbon as a Proxy, Page F-12, Equation F.4-8 - Typo, 0.00005554 should be
0.000005554.

RAI A-24 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-25

Section F.4.2, Wear Rate of Carbon as a Proxy, Page F-12, near bottom - Typo, "harsesses" should be
"hardnesses".

RAI A-25 Response
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The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-26

Section F.4.3, Effect of Debris Concentration Decay on Wear Rate, Page F-1 3, near bottom - Decay
coefficient should be "A", not "I".

RAI A-26 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-27

Section 4.4.1, Davis-Besse/MPR Data, page F-16 - Reference to Figure "F.4-1" should be to "F-4.2" for wear
rate versus debris concentration.

RAI A-27 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-28

Section F.4.4.1, Davis-Besse/MPR Data, page F-17 - Typo, "abrasisve" should be "abrasive".

RAI A-28 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-28

Section F.5.1, Erosive Wear Model, page F-19, mid-page - Reference to equation "F.5-3" should be to "F-5.4.

RAI A-28 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-29

Section F.5.1, Erosive Wear Model, page F-19, mid-page - "A" subscript "c" should be "A" subscript "e".

RAI A-29 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-30

Section F.5.1, Erosive Wear Model, page F-19, mid-page - Close parenthesis on kg/m3.
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RAI A-30 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-31

Section F.5.2, page F-20, first sentence - Typo, "simply" should be "simplify".

RAI A-31 Response

The typographical error is noted and will be corrected.

RAI A-32

Section F.6, page F-24, before References - Typo, "(m" should be "pm" and "Ip" and "fsp(l)" should be
subscripted.

RAI A-32 Response

The typographical errors are noted and will be corrected.
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Appendix A: Samples of the Assembly Drawings of the HPSI, LPSI, Charging
and CS Pumps
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DRAFT 5/8/07

Appendix B: Pump Curves of Representative Sample of HPSI, LPSI, Charging
and CS pumps.
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CONTRACTOR

CUSTOMER <

TEST PERFORMANCE CURVE NO. 3 7 Z7 2
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CONTRACT93R
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IMPELLER PATTER N.N o ?r .

MAXIMUM DIAMETER 7 .1
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F IC P"i 4' HUNTINGTON PARK, CALIFORNIA

CONTRACTOR- WI Sr":N&NOUSE PWR
CUSTOMER NArTONA&. PoWl 11t

ITEM NO. P.O.

IMPELLER PATTERN M- 7646 M- 7 647

MAXIMUM DIAMETER , 7 7 e
R A T E D D IA M 'ET E R 7 Y7 '
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